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	This book uses MATLABR to analyze various applications in mathematics and mechanics. The authors hope to encourage engineers and scientists to consider this modern programming environment as an excellent alternative to languages such as FORTRAN or C++. MATLAB1 embodies an interactive environment with a high level programming language supporting both numerical and graphical commands for two- and three-dimensional data analysis and presentation. The wealth of intrinsic mathematical commands to handle matrix algebra, Fourier series, differential equations, and complex-valued functions makes simple calculator operations of many tasks previously requiring subroutine libraries with cumbersome argument lists.

	

	We analyze problems, drawn from our teaching and research interests, emphasizing linear and nonlinear differential equation methods. Linear partial differential equations and linear matrix differential equations are analyzed using eigenfunctions and series solutions. Several types of physical problems are considered. Among these are heat conduction, harmonic response of strings, membranes, beams, and trusses, geometrical properties of areas and volumes, ßexure and buckling of indeterminate beams, elastostatic stress analysis, and multi-dimensional optimization.

	

	Numerical integration of matrix differential equations is used in several examples illustrating the utility of such methods as well as essential aspects of numerical approximation. Attention is restricted to the Runge-Kutta method which is adequate to handle most situations. Space limitation led us to omit some interesting MATLAB features concerning predictor-corrector methods, stiff systems, and event locations.

	

	This book is not an introductory numerical analysis text. It is most useful as a reference or a supplementary text in computationally oriented courses emphasizing applications. The authors have previously solved many of the examples in FORTRAN. Our MATLAB solutions consume over three hundred pages (over twelve thousand lines). Although few books published recently present this much code, comparable FORTRAN versions would probably be signifcantly longer. In fact, the conciseness of MATLAB was a primary motivation for writing the book.
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Schaum's Outline of Programming with C++McGraw-Hill, 2000
Master programming with C++ with Schaum'sthe high-performance study guide. It will help you cut study time, hone problem-solving skills, and achieve your personal best on exams and projects!

Students love Schaum's Outlines because they produce results. Each year, hundreds of thousands of students improve their...
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Professional F# 2.0Wrox Press, 2010

	This is a book on the F# programming language.


	On the surface of things, that is an intuitively obvious statement, given the title of this book. However, despite the apparent redundancy in saying it aloud, the sentence above elegantly describes what this book is about: The authors are not attempting to teach developers how...
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Architectural Theory: Volume I - An Anthology from Vitruvius to 1870John Wiley & Sons, 2005

	"Architectural Theory: Vitruvius to 1870" is a landmark anthology that surveys the development of the field of architecture from its earliest days to the year 1870. The first truly comprehensive anthology that brings together the classic essays in the field, the volume chronicles the major developments and trends in architecture...
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From Still to Motion: A photographer's guide to creating video with your DSLR (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	Book and accompanying DVD with over six hours of video training—all geared to teach you everything about shooting video with your DSLR

	

	With the arrival of high-definition video-enabled DSLR cameras, photographers are faced with an opportunity for creativity and a competitive edge in their field unlike...
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Just Say No to Microsoft: How to Ditch Microsoft and Why It's Not as Hard as You ThinkNo Starch Press, 2005
Just Say No to Microsoft begins by tracing Microsoft's rise from tiny software startup to monopolistic juggernaut and explains how the company's practices over the years have discouraged innovation, stunted competition, and helped foster an environment ripe for viruses, bugs, and hackers. Readers learn how they can dump Microsoft...
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CliffsTestPrep Cisco CCNA (Cliffs Testprep Guides)Cliffs Notes, 2007
Written by test-prep specialists, this guide begins with a complete description of the exam, and then goes on to cover the four main areas that the test targets: planning and designing, implementation and operation, troubleshooting, and technology. The authors provide more than 500 practice questions with answers and explanations, share proven...
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